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1  General

Electronic equipment and installations are better than their reputation:
they are able to survive contamination by smoke and combustion gases,
exposure to aggressive chemicals, such as hydrogen chloride, nitrogen
peroxide, sulphur oxides, etc., extinguishing water, even flooding, and
other adverse influences. However, the user of an installation, encoun-
tering such damage for the first time, may be so terribly shocked that he
believes his unit to be a total loss. A similar reaction may be anticipated
from the service technician, who is expected to maintain the equipment
at a high degree of dependability in the future.

Only in recent years has it become possible to restore damaged elec-
tronic equipment with a reasonable chance of success. Therefore, the
first job often consists in presenting the facts to the people involved and
convincing them that it is indeed possible to restore their damaged sys-
tem. The ideal approach would be to arrange a meeting of loss inspect-
ors, insurance experts, the user, a representative of the manufacturer,
and an engineer specialised in restoration work in order to discuss the
measures to be adopted.



2  The restoration work:
When, why, how much?

2.1  Restoration is possible

in the case of
– sooting;
– contamination from smoke deposits containing hydrochloric acid or

other aggressive agents;
– water and moisture residues;
– flood sediments;
– corrosion (e.g. from environmental influences);
– deposits from fire extinguishing powder;
– dust accumulation (e.g. from construction work);
– other contamination.

2.2  Restoration is necessary

because
– soot is an electric conductor and may cause severe malfunctions or

material damage in modern electronic equipment;
– hydrochloric acid causes progressive corrosion in metals, which will

not cease until all the metal has been consumed;
– corrosion will cause electrical malfunctions (corrosion products are

conductive) and destroy the hardware material;
– water is electrically conductive, causing corrosion;
– water residues will often form electrolytes, thus leading to electrical

malfunctions and destruction;
– dust accumulation will cause material wear and tear and often pro-

duces contact failure and/or unwanted conductive connections.



2.3  Restoration measures do have their limits

in the event of:

2.3.1  Fire damage

– if the equipment has been exposed to and damaged by excessive heat
radiation (one of the symptoms being severe deformation of plastic
parts inside the equipment);

– if excessive amounts of chlorides and bromides have been deposited
(to be determined by a quantitative analysis).

2.3.2  Water damage

– if the water penetrated while the equipment was under power (hidden
electrical damage and severe corrosion resulting from electrochemical
processes can occur);

– if the equipment was under high water for a lengthy period of time
(high static water pressure).
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3  Immediate action to be taken

in the event of:
3.1  Fire damage

– Make sure equipment is disconnected from power supply (mains or
floating batteries).

– Open smoke vents, windows, etc. to ensure that smoke can escape.
– Move small or portable units into dry, clean rooms which have not

been affected by the fire.
– If smoke deposits are likely to contain hydrochloric acid (e.g. if PVC

has been involved): reduce the relative air humidity in the vicinity of
the affected equipment to under approximately 40% (e.g. using
portable air dryers), which will greatly reduce corrosion. We do not
recommend the use of so-called corrosion-inhibiting oils with elec-
tronic equipment (with certain exceptions) due to the possibility of
their causing additional damage.

– If water has been used in the unit centre to fight the fire: dry up imme-
diately by vacuuming, wiping, or other measures; remove any wet
textiles (floor covering, etc.).

– Rooms containing electronic installations should be screened from
the influence of fire and smoke and from penetration of any other con-
tamination.

– If buildungs have to be restored, remove all electronic units, if pos-
sible, or cover them up carefully (check air moisture and plastic
covers for possible water condensation).
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3.2  Water damage

– Make sure equipment is disconnected from power supply (mains or
floating batteries); if possible, remove fuses in the switchbox.

– If water is dripping from the ceiling, cover up all units until leakage is
absolutely dry.

– Dry up the floor thoroughly (not forgetting possible channels).
– Remove wet textile materials (carpets, curtains, etc.).
– Also remove wet furniture (chairs, tables, etc.) from the equipment

area. Wipe dry any remaining furniture and the walls.
– Have units opened by experts, remove wet components and move

into a dry room for drying.
– Blow off soaked equipment and components with compressed air (if

available) and dry with warm air jet (electronic equipment should not
be subjected to temperatures exceeding 40–50°C).

– Remember also to dry spare parts and accessories to electronic equip-
ment and installations, which may be stored separately.

– Set up de-humidifier in the installation area (and control continuous-
ly).
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3.3  Excessive accumulation of dust or extinguishing powder

– Equipment which is highly sensitive to dust should be switched off
immediately (e.g., avoid head crash on disc storage unit).

– Stop operation of other equipment too, if possible, because dust
layers may reduce heat exchange and lead to overheating or cause
excessive abrasion of moving parts.

– Eliminate the source of the dust or seal off the room against further
dust penetration.

– Clean or replace air filters before operation is resumed.
– If damage has been caused by extinguishing powder, also keep the

surrounding area dry.

3.4  Other types of damage

The large variety of damage that may occur in practice often requires
specific measures. It has been possible to find remedies in many quite
unusual situations, including

– corrosion caused by sea air;
– failure caused by contaminants contained in the air conditioning sys-

tem;
– acid spills;
– oil contamination;
– excessive soiling of installations.



4  Restoration work

4.1  Preparation

– Damaged units should not be switched on, even for testing purposes,
because most contaminating materials are electrically conductive and
may cause additional damage.

– Restoration jobs should be carried out in cooperation with the sup-
pliers of the electronic equipment or installation. The measures to be
adopted should therefore be discussed with their electronic engineers,
who could also be invited to assist in the implementation.

– Electronic equipment and installations should only be restored by
experienced professionals. Only specially trained personnel are able
to handle your equipment properly and carry out restoration work
successfully.



4.2  Measures

– Restorations can be carried out at the site or in special workshops.
For work at the site, care should be taken that the area is well aired, 
at least where major jobs are concerned.

– If electronic equipment has to be moved, it must be secured for trans-
portation by specialists (particularly important in the case of equip-
ment containing mechanical components, such as EDP disc storage
units).

– Among the multitude of electronic components there are some that
may be difficult or impossible to restore. The decision can only be
made in each individual case: the components affected may have to
be replaced.

4.3  Resumption of work

– Major equipment and installations which have been restored will be
subjected to a commissioning test by the manufacturer of by main-
tenance staff familiar with the installation. The test results will show
whether further repairs are necessary.

– Experience has shown that some restorations may be followed by
short periods of increased malfunctions. These, however, will soon be
reduced to normal, or as is usually the case, even become less.
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